
Three poems written when working in Kimberley and in Pretoria, South Africa in the 
1990s as a consultant, with memories of Swaneng, Serowe and two fieldwork 
villages in Botswana shaping awareness. 

 
 

I am your stranger                Ke moeng wa gago 

Give me something     Mpha sengwe   * 

 
 
I am stranger to your heritage of feeling 
not to folly 
for my life has it’s fill 
 
But to your inheritance of separation 
which is different to mine.  
 
We start all together 
some man’s seed implanted  
in woman’s womb nurtured 
a being brought forth by nature 
 
Then cultured 
 
Into the ways of care  
into the risk of curse 
boundaries created 
respect and disrespect 
inculcated 
 
In trim suburbs where in every dwelling 
the herbaceous border is the means of telling 
the passer by,  that delicate feeling 
sits within  
 
So do not trespass 
 

 

 
Or in the quarters where life is lived downwind  
Houses plonked in a plot and labelled 
‘low income’ on some planners map 
and fences fall in disrepair 
 
But chickens scratch, so there is care 
 
 
Or in huts, set behind the railway’s grime 
where children play with a cycle rim 
and cross the lines with a tingle of fear  
listen for the grind of heavy gear 
 



Or the call from mother that food is near. 
 
You have your past 
have taken from life the best and the worst 
and experience now both hunger and thirst 
 
But,  
I am your stranger 
with my own hunger 
 
When I knock  
you have something to give 
and in that giving is heritage shared 
and in that sharing is culture  
   repaired. 
 
 
*  In Tswana tradition a visitor must declare a thirst or hunger to avoid being considered stand offish 
 

 

 

 

Ke a leboga: I have gratitude 
 
I come and go 
     talking structures, systems 
Thinking 
     competence, empowerment  
And other big thoughts 
 
But in the new South Africa what is good 
     is to know; get to know 
People who take the misdeeds  
     and mess of history 
Call it simply ‘disadvantage’ 
     and make change 
 
And to remember those I have known 
Who lived in that ugly past 
And yet shone; still shine, in memory 
 
Ke a leboga 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Remembering 
 

Nancy Moatlhodhi 
Lawrence Notha 
Wopko Jensma 
 
Sometimes the New South Africa looks back 
Sometimes looks askance at present folly 
Sometimes both are sublimated 
Swathed in the drum beat of daily insistence 
And ‘good morning Sunshine’ 
 
But I remember the laughter and pain of exiles 
Teachers, carers, in a foreign land 
Prey always to the probing presence 
Of security men, subject to the indignity 
Of careers frustrated, torn by the loss 
Of loved ones left behind, bearing 
The scars, bearing the pain 
One way or another 
 
Lawrence, gentle person, died 
Wopko, artist, survived somewhere I am sure* 
Nancy served in Botswana, lived, exiled in Denmark 
Returned to Soweto; gave and received love everywhere. 
 
 
*Wrong; how wrong; according to the web he “disappeared without trace in 1993 from a hostel for 
vagrants in Johannesburg”  
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